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Always use a clean, soft, white cloth and always test cleaning in an inconspicuous area first.

Wipe surface with a clean, soft cloth dampened with a mild solution of liquid detergent and warm water. 

For more di<cult stains methylated spirits can be used in place of the detergent and water mixture. 

CARE + MAINTENANCE

MILD STEEL

Durable, sturdy and low cost - mild steel is an ideal material for use in commercial grade furniture 

frames. With a variety of finishes and available in an array of profiles and gauges it makes for a 

versatile material.

STAINED VENEER
Natural timber veneer is a cost ePective way of adding a classic hardwood element to 

furniture design. Providing the same look and texture as hardwood, veneer makes for an 

elegant surfacing material.

Always use a clean, soft, white cloth and always test cleaning in an inconspicuous area first.

Wipe surface with a clean, soft cloth dampened with a mild solution of liquid detergent and warm water. 

Ensure surface is thoroughly dried and no moisture left on surface. Avoid using any abrasive materials or 

contaminated clothes as these will scratch the surface finish.

CARE + MAINTENANCE

Always use a clean, soft, white cloth and always test cleaning in an inconspicuous area first.

Wipe surface with a clean, soft cloth dampened with a mild solution of liquid detergent and warm water. 

Ensure surface is thoroughly dried and no moisture left on surface. Avoid using any abrasive materials or 

contaminated clothes as these will scratch the surface finish.

CARE + MAINTENANCE

STAINED HARDWOOD

A naturally beautiful material - hardwood has great natural structure and its machinability results 

in beautiful forms apropos for application in furniture design. With a natural warmth and available 

in a variety of stained tones, hardwood adds a classic style to furniture design.

WENGE JAPAN BLACKOAK WALNUT

WENGE JAPAN BLACKOAK WALNUT

CHROME PLATED POWDERCOATED - BLACK POWDERCOATED - WHITE

BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL 
With a hard wearing and elegant finish, stainless steel has inherent structural integrity and 

corrosion resistance making it ideal for use in commercial grade furniture frames.

Always use a clean, soft, white cloth and always test cleaning in an inconspicuous area first.

Wipe surface with a clean, soft cloth dampened with a mild solution of liquid detergent and warm water. 

For more di<cult stains methylated spirits or stainless steel cleaners can be used in place of the detergent 

and water mixture. 
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BRASS BRONZENATURAL BLACK
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LAMINATE
Laminate panels have a high-pressure decorative laminate surface that oPers chemical, stain 

and abrasion resistance for long lasting durability. 

For general care and maintenance, simply wipe away most spills or marks with a damp microfibre cloth, or 

use an all purpose cleaner such as Windex spray cleaner or Ajax Spray n Wipe. Rubbing gently with 

a clean, dry cloth brings back the brightness of laminates. DO NOT use abrasive or polishing materials.

CARE + MAINTENANCE

Always use a clean, soft, white cloth and always test cleaning in an inconspicuous area first.

Wipe surface with a clean, soft cloth dampened with a mild solution of liquid detergent and warm water. 

For more di<cult stains methylated spirits can be used in place of the detergent and water mixture.

CARE + MAINTENANCE

With its hard wearing and easily cleaned surface, glass further enhances the serviceability of 

table tops. Tempered (toughened) glass has increased strength over standard glass, making is a 

safe and ePective material for use in commercial furniture.

TEMPERED GLASS

CLEAR MIRROR BLACK

WENGE JAPAN BLACKOAK LIGHT WALNUT

ENGINEERED STONE
Engineered for modern living, our stone combines the beauty and prestige of natural stone 

with the hard-wearing qualities of quartz. These luxurious surfaces oPer high performance with 

low maintenance and no need for sealing or waxing. Stone surfaces are manufactured with a 

minimum of 93% quartz which makes the surface highly durable.

To keep your Engineered Stone clean, simply wipe with a soft cloth and a pH neutral household liquid 

detergent. Avoid exposure to products with high pH levels / solvents. If your Engineered Stone comes 

into contact with such products, rinse immediately to neutralise the ePect, and then follow usual 

cleaning procedure. 

CARE + MAINTENANCE

SAND PATENEVE CONCRETE

MIST SNOWCARRIS COAL


